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Team Bushnell Delivers Top Finishes at A.I. USA Pro Series PRS Match
Pro Shooter Mark Cooper Wins Tactical Division
OVERLAND PARK, Kansas – February 23, 2020 – Team Bushnell delivered a strong
showing at the recent Accuracy International Long Range Classic, earning multiple top
place finishes. During the fifth PRS Pro Series competition of the season, Bushnell Pro
Shooter Mark Cooper earned First Place in the Tactical Division while teammate Bryan
Sikes finished the match in 9th place overall.
Held at the Altus Shooting Solutions range in Baker, Florida, the A.I Long Range
Classic challenged competitors with 20 courses of fire designed to push each shooter
and their equipment to the limits. The challenge of making long-distance impacts from a
variety of shooting positions, all while under the clock, provided the field of 134 shooters
with two days of hard-fought competition.
Competing in the Tactical Division with his Elite Tactical XRS II, Cooper was able to
maintain a lead throughout the match, winning the division by 28 points. His first major
win of the 2020 season, Cooper was very pleased with his performance.
“The A.I. match is a kickoff to the new season and this year I decided to focus my
energy on competing in the Tactical Division for the first time,” said Cooper. “Altus is
known for its first-class facility and challenging courses of fire so I knew that it would be
a close match. Without my XRS II, I don’t think my top finish would have been possible.
Its crystal-clear glass paired with the G3 reticle made locating and engaging multiple
targets possible, all under a 90 second par time. In my opinion, Elite Tactical riflescopes
win hands down every time.”
In the Open Division, fellow Bushnell teammate and RCBS/Champion sponsored
shooter Bryan Sikes finished the match in 9th place overall. Sikes was only 15 points
behind the overall champion and relied on the Elite Tactical DMR II Pro to see him
through the competition.
“Altus is one of those places that I look forward to competing at every year,” said Sikes.
“Difficult stages, a great group of competitors and hundreds of rounds of fun. I’m very
pleased with my finish even though you always wish you would have had a few more

impacts. But overall, a solid match made even better by great glass. Looking forward to
next one.”
For more information on the Elite Tactical riflescopes go to
https://www.bushnell.com/products/riflescopes/collections/elite-tactical/.

About Bushnell
Bushnell, a Vista Outdoor brand, has been the industry leader in high-performance
sports optics for more than 65 years. Our guiding principle is to provide the highest
quality, most reliable and affordable sports optics products on the market. And, our
commitment to outstanding customer service and strong retailer partnerships is
unmatched. Bushnell boasts leading market share in all of the sports optics categories,
and our products have consistently won design and performance awards. Our product
lines enhance the enjoyment of every outdoor pursuit from spectator sports, nature
study, hunting, fishing and birding to stargazing. For news and information, visit
www.bushnell.com or follow us on Instagram at www.instagram.com/bushnell_official/
and Facebook at www.facebook.com/bushnell.
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